OBJECTIVE

Analyse how Lithuanian consumers perceive pork products from fatty pigs and identify their attitudes, and the possibility to include special branded products from Lithuanian local pigs to the marketing scheme.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

❑ Lithuanian Endangered Farm Animal Breeders’ Association (LEFABA), a third party of LUHS in TREASURE project contributed to producing and testing of two pork products: dried sausages and a kind of lard sausages “Lašiniuotis”.

❑ The data were collected through a survey using special Questionaire.

❑ The data were processed by chi-square test in SPSS Statistics program.

RESULTS

❑ Lithuanians justified the reputation of pork eaters ($\chi^2=78.7$, df=2 $p<0.001$).

❑ Although only 25.2% of the respondents were involved in animal production, more than 80% of them answered that they possess information on pig growing and this shows that many people did not lose touch with the countryside.

❑ Public testing of the presented products showed that 227 (48.4%) consumers of different age and occupation preferred and voted for dried sausages and 242 (51.6%) respondents preferred and voted for “Lašiniuotis”.

It can be concluded that more fatty products could find consumers among Lithuanian population.
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LITHUANIAN LOCAL PIGS

Local pig breeds are adapted to specific local environment. In terms of scientific substantiation, their performances and products are practically untapped and market potential of their products unexploited.

PRODUCTS DEMONSTRATION IN AGRICULTURAL EXHIBITION

„Lašiniuotis”, a kind of lard sausages
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